Module - 1

Module - 2
Sustainable development - Balanced and unbalanced growth-choice of techniques Labour intensive and capital intensive methods.

Module - 3
Basic features of the Indian Economy - Natural Resources – Important Demographic features- Concept of Population Dividend - Population Policy.

Module - 4
National Income in India - trends and composition-poverty, inequalities and Unemployment - Measures taken by the Government. - MGNREGS

Module - 5
Economic reforms - liberalization, privatization and globalisation - concept of inclusive growth.
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Module - 1

Indian Agriculture - Importance of Agriculture in India - Agrarian structure and relations- Factors determining Productivity- Agricultural Infrastructure - Rural credit - Micro Finance - Self Help Groups (SHGs) - Agricultural Price policy- concept of Crop Insurance - Food Security.

Module - 2


Module - 3

Disinvestment in India - FEMA - Foreign direct investment - Services Sector in India – Reforms in Banking and Insurance -, IT, Education and Health.

Module - 4

Planning in India Economy - Objectives of Five year plans - Review of Five year Plans - Current Five year plan- NITI Aayog

Module - 5
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Model Question paper - Economics - V Semester - 2017-18

Answer any FIVE from the following Questions: 5x6 = 30

1. Food Security → ఖేర చేసే చట్టం
2. Crop Insurance Scheme → కొండ మార్గం చలనం
3. MSMEs → మధ్య స్మాల్ మధ్య మధ్య ఎంపీ సంస్థలు
4. Foreign Direct Investments → మృదుల ఎలాంచే విస్తరణలు
5. NITI Ayog → నీతి అయోగం
6. SEZs → Special Economic Zones → ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ సూపర్ ఇన్స్టాలిషన్
7. FEMA → Foreign Exchange Management Act

PART-B

Answer any FIVE Questions from the following:

9(a) What are factors determining the Agricultural productivity ?
9(b) What are the remedial measures to increase Agricultural productivity ?

9(c) Explain the major sources of rural Credit in India ?
9(d) Explain the importance and problems of New Industrial Policy - 1991 ?
9(e) Explain the problems of Small Scale Industries in India ?

(OR)

(OR)

(OR)

(OR)
11 (a) Explain the Disinvestment policy in India?
(b) What are the Various Reforms introduced in Banking System?

12 (a) What are the objectives of Five years plans of India?
(b) Explain the Success and Failures of Five year plans in India?

13 (a) Explain the progress achieved in IT Sector in Andhra pradesh?
(b) Explain Sectorwise Contribution to GSDP in A.P.
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Answer any FIVE questions from the following 5x5=25

1. Rostow Model of Economic Growth → Rostow యొక్క అధికార వికాసం
2. Unbalanced Growth → దశరత వికాసం
3. Population Dividend → జనసంఖ్య రషిపింది
4. Poverty line → నౌకరి లేదు లేదా కూడలి
5. Disguised Unemployment → సొంతంగా వంతు వస్తు వంతు వస్తు వస్తు వస్తు వస్తు
6. Globalisation → గ్లబాలైజిషన్
7. Liberalisation → లిబరలేషన్
8. Trends in National Income → నేషనల్ ఇనక్మిడ్ ప్రామాణికత

PART - B

Answer any FIVE questions from the following Questions:

9. a) Distinguish Between Economic Growth and Economic Development
   (OR)

   (b) Explain the Harrod-Domar Model of Economic Growth

10. (a) Explain the Sustainable Development?
    OR

    (b) Explain Advantages and disadvantages of Labour intensive Techniques of Production
    కేర్తన సహాయ ఉత్పత్తి ప్రామాణికతలు తయారించడానికి ఒప్పందం విధానాలు, కేర్తన సహాయం
11) Explain the Basic features of Indian Economy?
12) Explain the National population policy - 2000.
13) What are the Various reasons for Inequalities in India?
14) What are the Effects of privatisation in India?
15) What is inclusive growth? What are the issues arising from it in India?
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